Anomalous signature splitting and signature inversion for the configuration π h 11/2 ⊗ ν i 13/2 in rotational bands of odd-odd nuclei have been studied using the energy staggering index S(I) as a function of spin I . 
Introduction
Spectroscopic information on high-spin states of odd-odd nuclei near A = 150-170 provide a suitable insight to studying the interplay between the single particle and collective motion, and for probing the residual neutron-proton interaction. As is well known, the structure of odd-odd nuclei is the most complex encountered experimentally, and thus results on such nuclei have been published at a very slow rate during past decades. Most comprehensive studies combine high-resolution results from neutron capture gamma-ray spectroscopy and from direct transfer reactions [1, 2] . Therefore, only low-spin states of neutron rich nuclei adjacent to stable odd-even isotopes can be investigated in this way. With the arrival of high-energy heavy-ion beams and improved γ -ray detection techniques using the multidetector-array, it has become possible to study excited states in collectively rotating nuclei up to high spins [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Several striking features such as identical bands , band crossing [21, 22] and anomalous signature splitting and signature inversion bands on the π h 11/2 ⊗ ν i 13/2 Nilsson configuration [10, 11, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] were investigated. Signature splitting refers to the energy difference between the two signature sequences of one rotational bands.
The signature dependence in odd-odd nuclei can be considered by cranked shell model as follows: if the last proton and the neutron are sitting in unique-parity high-j orbitals, four rotational sequences connected by electric quadrupole transitions could be built. From the additivity rule, the sequences can be classified into the following categories, namely, (a) I = (j p + even) + (j n + even) (b) I = (j p + even) + (j n + odd) (c) I = (j p + odd) + (j n + even) (d) I = (j p + odd) + (j n + odd).
The total angular momenta of the proton and the neutron are denoted by j p and j n . The sequence (a) is favored, the sequences (b) and (c) are unfavored and the last sequence (d) is very unfavored.
A particular exotic feature in odd-odd nuclei is that the Routhians corresponds to the two signatures α = 0, α = 1 of the band are crossing each other at a rotational frequency characteristic of the nucleus. This behavior was not expected, since it is not observed in the odd-A nuclei. The values corresponding to the unfavored signature states lie relatively lower in energy than the favored signature ones at low spins (anomalous signature splitting). The inverse situation is observed at higher spin. At some critical frequency a signature crossing does occur. An anomalous signature splitting is not observed in odd-A nuclei, especially before band crossing.
There are several theoretical attempts [23, 24, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] to interpret signature inversion in the π h 11/2 ⊗ ν i 13/2 bands of odd-odd rare-earth nuclei. The signature inversion analyzed in the framework of the cranked shell model by introducing a positive triaxial deformation of the rotating nucleus when the proton Fermi surface lies in the vicinity of the K = 5/2 or K = 7/2 [23, 24, 30] ; also the calculations based on a particle-rotor model [31] [32] [33] suggest that an axially symmetric shape can well explain the observed signature inversion. Another approach within the framework of an axially symmetric rotor plus two particles model [34, 35] suggest that the signature inversion is a result of Coriolis mixing between the large number of bands arising from coupling of the i 13/2 neutron and the h 11/2 proton orbitals. Other explanations have been attempted using the angular momentum projection approach [28, 29] which suggests two possible mechanisms for the signature inversion. One involves a self-inversion and the other involves a band crossing between two bands which have mutually opposite signature dependence. Also the signature inversion has been studied through interacting boson-fermion model [36] . In spite of these efforts, the essential mechanism for the signature inversion is still an open question.
In the present paper, we present analysis of signature splitting and signature inversion of yrast bands 
Outline of the theory
The signature dependence of a rotational band is related to the K quantum number of associated singleparticle states, and the deformation of the nucleus. In some bands of odd-odd nuclei, the energy signature SIRAG splitting is small compared with that of its neighboring odd-mass nuclei. In order to magnify this small energy signature splitting, on energy staggering index S(I) defined as
is plotted as a function of spin I or rotational frequency ω . Here E(I) is the excitation energy of state I . We see that S(I) is directly proportional to the energy difference δ (E) of the two signatures
but magnified by a factor of two.
The band is split or classified into two bands favored and unfavored.
An illustration of bands and their crossings can be carried out in terms of dynamical moment of inertia J (2) . An odd-odd deformed nucleus can generate angular momentum by rotation in which all the nucleons rotate collectively about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis and by alignment of the angular momenta of individual nucleus with rotation axis. The total angular momentum of a rotating deformed nucleus I , can be written asÎ =Ŕ +Ĵ,
whereŔ is the angular momentum generated by the rotation of the core, andĴ is the sum of the intrinsic angular momenta of the unpaired valence nucleons, the extra proton and neutron.
If we chose Z-axis as the symmetry axis, then asŔ is perpendicular to Z-axis, the projection ofÎ andĴ onto the Z-axis is the same and is denoted by K . One can writê
Classically, the kinetic energy of a rotating rigid body is giving by
where θ is the moment of inertia of the system and
is the angular rotational frequency.
Combining equations (5) and (6) and transforming from classical system to a quantum system leads to a sequence of states with energies
Here, θ is the static moment of inertia (written as J (0) ). The rotational frequency is not directly measurable but it is related to the observed angular momentum I and the excitation energy E(I) of the state.
The classical frequencies ω defines a quantum energy ω :
where
is the projection of the total angular momentum onto the rotational axis x. The nucleus, however, is not a rigid body, i.e. J (0) is not constant. As the nucleus rotates it is found that the moment of inertia changes as a function of spin. Rotational energy spectra can hence be discussed in terms of a spin dependent moment of inertia J (1) which is related to the first-order derivative of the excitation energy with respect to the aligned angular momentum I x :
The kinematic moment of inertia J (1) can be related to the transition energy E γ as
2J
(1)
The second-order derivative of the excitation energy with respect to the aligned angular momentum I x is the dynamic moment of inertia
The dynamic moment of inertia J (2) can be related to the difference in transition energy of consecutive γ -rays as
For transition ΔI = 2, one obtains
If the moment of inertia does not change very rapidly with I , we obtain
Thus, if the dynamical moments of inertia are constant, the transition energy difference would be the same for all values of spin.
SIRAG
The two moments of inertia can be related as follows:
In the limit of rigid rotation
Calculations and systematics of the signature inversion
Rotational structures in nuclei can be characterized by the signature quantum number α which defines the admissible spin sequence for a band through the relation I = α + 2n (n = 0, 1,. . . ). This is a consequence of the well-known D2-symmetry of deformed intrinsic shapes reflected through the appearance of two signature partner bands with α = 0 or 1 in even-mass nuclei. In a plot of the level energies E(I) versus spin I usually each of the two signature branches forms regular I(I + 1) sequence. One branch is favored by a lower change in energy, whereas the other one is separated by the so-called signature splitting. Usually, one expects that such a signature splitting would grow with spin I due to increase in Coriolis force. Quantitatively this splitting effect can be seen when plotting the energy differences [ E(I) -E(I -1)]/2I as a function of I and appears as a typical staggering curve. However, one observes in several cases that the signature splitting decreases with spin and even changes its sign, i.e. the energetically favored and unfavored signature branches cross each other and interchange their roles. This phenomenon is known as signature inversion.
For the h 11/2 yrast bands in odd-Z and i 13/2 yrast bands in odd-N rare-earth nuclei, the favored signature partner lies lower in energy than the unfavored signature partner. On the other hand, for the π h 11/2 ⊗ ν i 13/2 yrast bands in the neighboring odd-odd nuclei at rotational frequencies below ∼0.2 MeV, the Routhian of the favored signature is found to lie higher in energy as compared to that of the unfavored signature. This is referred to as the anomalous signature splitting. As the rotational frequency is increased the two Routhians cross at a certain critical frequency above which signature inversion occurs.
We investigated the π h 11/2 ⊗ ν i 13/2 bands in nine odd-odd nuclei up to high spins and found interesting anomalous signature splitting for this configuration. The energy difference E(I) -E(I -1) versus spin I are plotted in Figures 1-2 for these nine selected nuclei. The data source is reference [37] and the calculated values are listed in Tables 1-9 . In Figures 1-2 the open circles represent the ΔI = 2 transition sequence with favored signature α = 0 and the filled circles for the unfavored one α = 1. Table 9 . Illustrate the calculated values of rotational frequency ω and the dynamic moment of inertia J (2) for 176 Re. Lu isotopes, with increasing neutron number, the inversion point shifts to lower spin. The staggering magnitude of the signature dependence below the inversion point decreases with increasing neutron number. The signature inversion at the low spins is observed in the N = 97 and N = 101 isotones, it become rapidly small or it disappears in the N = 93 isotones, although the data are not reported in a wide range of these isotopes. Behavior of the dynamic moment of inertia J (2) in doubly-odd nuclei in the A ∼ 160 mass region is a strong indicator of their nuclear structure, particularly with regard to signature splitting of the bands. From the relative energy difference between successive ΔI = 2 transition energies E(I) -E (I -2), the rotational frequency ω and the dynamic moment of inertia J (2) can consequently be determined. The calculated values are listed in Tables 1-9 . The evolution of J (2) as a function of ω is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 . From these figures one notices immediately that a ΔI = 1 staggering is present. It is worth noting that there are two kinds of staggering: ΔI = 1 in normal deformed nuclei, as in this paper; and ΔI = 2 which occurs in superdeformed nuclei [38, 39] . The spectra of some of these nuclei have also been studied [40] [41] [42] [43] by the use of a general staggering index.
In this paper we composed the results obtained by the use of staggering indices; and to better illustrate signature inversion, one can make a plot of dynamical moment of inertia as a function of rotational frequency.
As the results shown in Figure 4 show, irregularities occur at inversion spin I c (band crossing), above which normal behaviour is restored. 
